Stamps
1

2

Bangkok B overprint on Straits. Mostly good to fine used some with clear Bangkok
cds. SG5, SG9, SG14, SG15, SG17, SG20 and SG21. Cat £700+ excl SG9 24 cents
but with a thin.
Bangkok B overprints on Straits. SG15, SG17 and SG20 fine unused. Cat £290.

£150

£50

Strait Settlements
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25

Straits 1867 SG1, SG2, SG3 and SG6 all unused. Cat £500.
Straits 1867 SG1 to SG9 complete and mostly good used without chops. Cat over
£1,300.
Straits 1867 SG1, SG2(2), SG3(2), SG6(2), SG8 and SG9 and scarce pair of SG9 all
good used almost all without chops. Cat over £900.
Straits 1867 SG11w the scarce and unpriced inverted watermark variety good unused.

£125
£200

Straits 1871 SG19a the 96 cents P11 ½ version used with chop but better than normal
perfs. Cat £225
Straits 1882 SG53w the scarce and unpriced inverted watermark variety mint with
suggestion of hinge.
Straits 1883 between SG54 to SG58 three different overprints. SG59 and SG60. All
good used only one with chop. Cat £550+
Straits 1883-87 SG61, SG78 and SG85 each mounted mint. Cat £210+
Straits 1883-87 SG61, SG74 and SG85 each good used. Cat £270
Straits 1888 SG70w inverted watermark mint. Cat £55
Straits 1884 SG73, SG74 and SG75 each good used apart from SG73 with horizontal
blue crayon mark. Cat £330+
Straits 1884 SG74 fine used. Cat £120
Straits 1891 SG86w inverted watermark used. Cat £55
Straits 1892 SG96s to SG105s specimen set good mounted mint missing the 12c but
with two singles and a pair of the 5c. Cat £450+
Straits 1898 SG105 $5 good used but unclear postmark. Cat £250
Straits 1902-03 SG110s to SG126s All values to $5 (except SG111) mounted mint
with Specimen overprint. Cat about £500
Straits 1906-07 SG 141 to SG151 overprints on Labuan. Complete set mounted mint.
SG144, SG145, SG146 and SG147 also in blocks of 4. Most normal perf but 1c, 2c
and 25c P14.75. Cat over £800
Straits 1920 SG200aw watermark inverted mint with trace of hinge. Cat £250
Straits 1912 SG202aw watermark inverted good used. Cat £250
Straits 1912 SG 213 and 1923 SG240b both postally good used. Cat about £550.
Straits 1921-22 Specimen overprints SG218s, SG219s, SG221s, SG222s, SG225s,
SG227s, SG236s and SG239s.
Straits 1923 SG221w mint pair (slight hinge attached) and 1922 SG227w fine used, all
watermark inverted. Cat about £100
Straits 1922 MBE overprints 1c to 25c values complete both watermarks all fine used
some with dates in postmarks during the exhibition. 10 stamps in all with some
duplication. Not checked for overprint varieties. Cat c£400

£60

£150
£50

£50
£100
£45
£50
£20
£50
£30
£20
£100
£50
£100
£195

£80
£80
£150
£50
£30
£80

26
27
28

29
30

Straits 1922 MBE overprints small A variety. 2c, 4c and 25c Crown CA, 2c, 4c, 10c
and $1 Script CA. All mounted mint. Cat c£130
Straits 1922 MBE overprints SG241 to SG255 a complete set with some duplicates of
lower values. All mounted mint. Cat over £300
Straits 1922 MBE raised stop variety. Crown 8c pair, $2, Script 4c block 4 and pair,
2c 5c and 10c pairs. Thin first 1 Crown 2c and 4c, Script 1c block 4 10c and $1. All
mounted mint. Cat £400+
Straits 1924-26 SGD1 to SGD6 set overprinted Specimen mounted mint. Cat £250
Straits 1938 ISCR46 $25 revenue cleanly used but with an unclear cancellation. Cat
RM300

£30
£60
£100

£60
£25

Federated Malay States
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

FMS 1900 SG1s to SG13s additionally overprinted Specimen 1c to $5 missing the 5c.
Cat c£300
FMS 1900-01 Specimen overprints SG20s, SG22s, SG23s, SG24s, SG25s and SG26s
all fine mounted mint. Cat c£400
FMS 1922 SG38b watermark upright fine used ex KL. Cat £375
FMS 1909 SG51 fine mint with just a thought of a hinge. Cat £1,100
FMS 1905-26 large range (23) of Tigers (Crown and Script) and Elephants (script)
values from 1c to $5, overprinted specimen. High cat.
FMS 1922 ISCFR4 $250 revenue fine “used”. Cat RM800
FMS 1924-26 SGD1 to SGD6 set overprinted Specimen mounted mint. Cat £170
Malayan Postal Union 1936-38 SGD1 to SGD6 pre war set perforated specimen plus
additional copies of 12c and 50c in pairs. Cat well over £200
Malayan Union unissued 8c victory stamp (see note at end of BMA in Gibbons)
mounted mint and unusually with most of gum. Cat £325

£70
£85
£120
£300
£200
£70
£40
£100
£85

Johore
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

Johore 1886-90 SG12 to SG15 good used. Cat £160+
Johore 1891 SG17, SG18 and SG19 good used. Cat £220+
Johore 1884 to 1891 eight different 2 cent rose overprints and four 2 cents on 24
cents. All fine mounted mint. Cat c£1,000
Johore 1903-04 SG54, SG54a, SG55, SG55b, SG58 and SG59 all good sound used.
Cat £170+
Johore 1918-20 complete Crown CA set SG89s to SG102s overprinted Specimen. Cat
£475
Johore 1922-28 set to $3 overprinted Specimen SG103s to SG122s (17 stamps). Cat
c£290
Johore 1936-40 SG114s (3 copies including a pair), SG117s, SG118s, SG129s and
SG130s all perforated specimen. Cat over £150
Johore 1938 SGD1 to SGD5 postage due set good used. Cat £350
Johore 1938 SGD1 to SGD5 postage dues. One set mounted mint and one set
perforated specimen. Cat £310

£35
£50
£190
£40
£110
£80
£40
£85
£80

Kedah
49

50

Kedah used in Perlis 1912-1936. 14 different stamps used with Perlis or Kangar
postmarks. Includes Crown CA 4 Padi and 1 Ploughing and Script CA 6 Padi and 3
Ploughing. Cat c£10 used in Kedah but in Perlis?
Kedah 1912 SG1s to SG14s first set complete overprinted Specimen. Cat £300

£20

£80

51
52
53
54

£40
£50
£80
£80

55
56

Kedah 1919 SG15s to SG23s new values set overprinted Specimen. Cat £150
Kedah 1919 SG24 and SG25 fine used. Cat £165
Kedah 1921-22 SG26s to SG40s Script CA set overprinted Specimen. Cat £300
Kedah 1922-26 SG52s to SG59s Script new colours set overprinted or perforated
Specimen. Cat £300
Kedah 1921 SG38 and SG40 both fine used. Cat c£250
Kedah 1922 MBE 14mm overprints good used set. 25c with oval O. Total cat £400

£70
£110

57

Kedah 1937 SG60s to SG68s set perforated specimen. Cat £250

£70

Kelantan
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

Kelantan 1911-15 SG1s to SG12s complete (13) set of first issue overprinted
Specimen. Cat £275
Kelantan 1921-28 SG14s to SG23s set (13) of Script CA overprinted Specimen. Cat
£375
Kelantan 1922 MBE SG30, SG31 and SG33 good used with unidentified postmark.
Cat c£165
Kelantan 1928-35 SG39 and SG39a both good used. Cat over £120
Kelantan 1928 SG39s perforated specimen. Cat £85
Kelantan 1944 SGTM1 to SGTM6 set of 6 used (by favour?). Cat c£200
Kelantan 1944 SGTM2 (marginal block of 15 in orange(?)-brown?), SGTM3 (top left
corner block of 15) and SGTM4 (marginal block of 10). All unused. Cat over £500

£80
£100
£45
£40
£25
£50
£100

Negri Sembilan
65
66
67

Sungei Ujong 1881-85 two overprints on 2c brown and seven on 2c rose all mounted
mint. Cat c£650
Sungei Ujong 1889-90 five good used stamps from this period. Cat c£100
Negri Sembilan 1891-1899 SG2s, SG3s, SG5s to SG14s overprinted Specimen. Cat
c£230

£100
£20
£60

Pahang
68

Pahang 1898 SG19 and SG20 fine used. Cat £175

£45

69
70

Perak 1881-83 SG5, SG9 and SG11 all mounted mint/unused. Cat £180
Perak 1884-86 SG17 (2), SG18 and SG20 (2) all mounted mint/unused (SG18 a bit
faded). Cat c£80
Perak 1882-84 SG10, SG17, SG17c (2) and SG19a all fine used. Cat £59
Perak 1886-90 SG22, SG29 (5 incl block of 4), SG33 (2), SG34, SG37, SG40 and a
vertical strip of SG33, SG35 and SG36. All mounted mint and fine. Cat c£190

£45
£10

Perak 1887-89 SG33, SG34 (slight foxing), SG35b, SG36 (with dropped O postmark
Tapah), SG37 and SG40 all otherwise good to fine used. Cat c£230
Perak 1891 SG43, SG46, SG 57 to SG60 all good to fine used. Cat £160
Perak 1891 SG44, SG45 and SG47 all fine used. Cat £450
Perak 1891 SG48 to SG52 all good to fine used. Cat over £210
Perak 1891 SG43, SG44 and SG45 mounted mint. Cat over £360
Perak 1891 singles of SG48, SG 51, SG57, SG59, SG60 plus (SG57, SG58 and
SG59) in a vertical strip all mounted mint. Cat over £80

£50

Perak

71
72

73
74
75
76
77
78

£15
£45

£40
£115
£50
£95
£30

79
80

81
82
83

Perak 1896 SG76 and SG79 fine used. Cat £680
Perak 1895 SG66 Malformed c (poor used copy) and (ISCPRS2) an Ipoh Postal
Receipt for 3 cents postmarked 26 OC 1900 cat RM650 (thin and some damage at
top).
Perak 1895-98 SG66s to SG78s (less 4c and $2) overprinted Specimen.
Perak 1941 SG121 used. Cat £275
Perak 1936 ISCR13 two mint copies (one appears washed). Cat RM700

£200
£15

£80
£80
£65

Selangor
84
85
86
87

Selangor 1883-91 One overprint on 2c brown. Five different overprints (incl SG37 and
SG38) on 2c rose plus SG49. All unused or mounted mint. Cat £500+
Selangor 1885-90 Nine different overprints on 2c rose good to fine used. Includes
SG37 and SG43. Cat £300+
Selangor 1895-98 SG54s to SG66s overprinted Specimen complete fine mounted mint
set of 11 to $25. Cat £695
Selangor 1941 SG87s perforated specimen and unissued $5 mounted mint (see note in
SG after SG87) Cat £180

£70
£65
£215
£45

Trengganu
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95

Trengganu 1912-15 SG16 and SG17 both fine mounted mint. Cat £320
Trengganu 1921 SG23s to SG25s overprinted Specimen fine mounted mint ($5
unmounted). Cat £140
Trengganu 1938 SG44 “fine” used but with a forged postmark. Cat £1,700 if genuine
and an excellent space filler.
Trengganu 1912-21 selection overprinted Specimen including SG5as, SG17s and eight
of the initial Script from 2c to 50c
Trengganu 1922 MBE SG48 to SG58 fine mounted mint set. Cat £400
Trengganu 1937 Postage Dues SGD1 to SGD4 sets lightly mounted mint both normal
(both 4c and 8c are marginal copies) and perforated specimen. Cat £300
Trengganu 1937 Postage Dues SGD1 to SGD4 good and lightly used. Cat £475
Thai occupation of Trengganu revenues. ISCTR1 to ISCTR15 complete set in unused
marginal pairs (mostly corner). Cat RM2,400

£90
£40
£25
£80
£105
£80
£130
£150

Japanese Occupation
96

96
98

Japanese occupation of Malaya. Selection on sheets (over 100 different mixed stamps
including 3 blocks (SGJD38, SGJ210 [blk 9] and SGD215). Apart from two latter
blocks all stamps are used.
Japanese occupation of Kedah. SGJ1 to SGJ15 scarce complete set of 15 excluding a
numbers lightly mounted mint. Cat over £600
Japanese occupation of Malaya. 1944 Red Cross set SGJ311 to SGJ317 plus an
additional block of 4 of SGJ316 all lightly mounted mint but some are tropicalised .
Cat over £90

£25

£100
£15

Others
99

Forgeries of Bangkok B overprints (2) and Straits SG73 with 5 Madam Joseph
forgeries of postmarks (Kedah SG67 and SG68 with Negri SG23 [bottom marginal],
SG28 and SG32)

£25

100

Singapore SGMS127 used with a few hinge marks on the reverse in the margins. Cat
£425

£95

POSTAL HISTORY
101

7 Airmail covers 8.1932 to 5.1939 all save one (from Kampar) ex Straits and all save one (for
Switzerland) to France. Variety of rates incl 62c (KLM fee 50c), $1.02 (KLM double fee 45c),
62c (Imperial 35c+12c+15c registration), 65c (KLM), 47c (Imperial), 60c (Imperial +
registration) and 45c (Imperial). Some roughly opened or stamps on reverse but others good.

£30

102

Three Airmail covers. 8.8.34 to Dublin (double KLM rate) redirected to Belfast, 11.2.36 to
Siam (17c rate) and 11.7.37 to Australia (25c Imperial). All good commercial.

£20

103

Six BMA covers, including three reused Japanese official stationery (two in 1949 On
Government Service). Half covers registered incl one to UK. Apart from 1st anniversary cover
of Malayan Federation, all good commercial.
Brunei – 1.36 Stamped (SG68, 72 and 73) registered cover ex Belait (pink registration label)
to London. Senders address and MBP seal of Miri, Sarawak on reverse. BS Singapore. Good
sound condition.
Johore – 12.59 Double weight ($1 and 2@20c) hand written airmail cover to England with fine
printed crest on reverse and, on front, H.H. The Sultan of Johore printed at bottom left with
signature of Sultan Sir Ismail just above. Slight creases to right of cover mentioned for what is
remarkable fine cover.

£20

106

Kedah – 1935 Airmail cover ex Kulim to England with 3c, 10c and 12c, shipping lines crest on
reverse. 10.39 cover ex Alor Star to England paid 8c with British Advisor, Kedah (L.C.
Simpson-Gray) crest on reverse, censored and redirected in England. Both good condition.

£40

107

Kelantan – 6.37 Airmail cover marked via Alor Star and Amsterdam ex Kota Bharu to
England marked for registration but not registered. 30c, 5c, 2@10c and 2 @2c adhesives
used. Penang transit on reverse and fine condition.
Penang – cover to England with 8c in FMS stamps postmarked 30.12.33 on transit in Penang
with good Train Letter (TL9) mark. Slightly damaged at top right clear of stamps but a good
commercial use.
Perak – three 1906 underpaid cards (2 PPC) ex Taiping (paid 1c or 2c) to England each taxed
5 centimes and also taxed on arrival (½d or 1d). LRD (20.12.06) for UP1 and ERD (20.6.06)
for UP2. Good condition apart from one 1c stamp missing corner.
Perak – 11.06 underpaid (1c instead of 3c) PPC ex Taiping to England taxed 5 centimes and
UP2 Penang transit and in London 1d due mark. Fine condition.
Straits Settlements – Hotels - one PPC 7.3.12 (feint) to USA and two Oriental Hotel 1929
covers to France all incompletely but well postmarked Raffles Hotel, Singapore. Fine used
PPC 2.11 postmarked Eastern & Oriental Hotel, Penang to Belgium and registered FDC of 1st
Anniversary of Independence postmarked E&O Hotel to Ireland.

£30

Singapore – two attractive and different illustrated advertising covers from Medical Office in
North Bridge Road (both 4.32) to London both postmarked Raffles … [Institution]. Covers
fine to good showing clearly the [Hotel] removed.
Singapore – Attractive (but a crease) illustrated Medical Office advertising cover (9.4.31) to
London. Philatelic (but scarce) uprated (4c, 5c and 35c stamps) 2c postcard (ISCP31) (19.5.31
for second experimental flight where air fee was 42c) to Sutton Coalfield, England. Both items
are postmarked with fine Raffles …[Institution]. Card has small repaired tear below stamps
which does not detract.

£50

104

105

108

109

110
111

112

113

£40

£20

£20

£70

£20
£50

£30

114

Trengganu – All up airmail pre-printed cover (22.3.39) to England paid with pair of 4c. Some
creases on left away from stamps and address. Good otherwise.
Postcards – selection of 8 cards (7 are PPC and one Indian PSC). One PPC (Straits stamps
and map) unused. Rest of cards used from, to or via Malaya. Includes an 1903 Ligne 3 to
France, 1926 Penang Paquebot mark to England, two 1907 NI Agent Singapore to Java, 1931
Proud M2 State 5 to France and added untied stamp (fake?) on card ex Hong Kong. Apart
from latter condition fine to good. Plus two covers to Singapore.

£20

116

Edwardian Pot-pourri – selection of 5 items incl 2 Malayan PPCs (one with 4.12.05 NI agent
Singapore), 2 PSE’s ex Scotland (Penang to Singapore sorter on reverse [11.2.11]) or Ireland
slight damage to top left (Singapore to Hong Kong sorter on reverse [4.6.09]) and one British
Levant PSC ex Smyrna to Saigon (Penang to Singapore sorter [19.7.07]). Condition mostly
good to fine.

£35

117

Exhibitions – mix incl Penang 19.8.56 Negri Sembilan PSE1 (of 1936) used(? In Penang
to/from Magness) with block of 4 of 2c QE2 Penang and strike of Stamp Exhibition stated to
be First Sunday Post Office, Magness philatelic use of Penang PSCP6 stated to be FDI on
1.12.56, 3 unlisted booklets (10 of 1985 Singapore 5c, 10c or 20c stamps) for PHILEX 87
with each stamp having an underprint of PHILEX logo or envelope, Malaysia PE2 mint and
CTO, PE4 mint and cachet of Youth Day of Singapore N&ASEAN exhibition on Thailand
aerogramme. Condition fine.

£25

115

£35

POSTAL STATIONERY
(Items are normally listed in the order they appear in the Standard Catalogue of
st
Malaysia Singapore Brunei Revenue Stamps and Postal Stationery [1 Edition] 20032005 edited by Steven Tan. Some additional comments have been made and, where
appropriate, allowance has been made to additions revealed by Malayan Postal
Stationery 1937 to 1947 issued by the Malaya Study Group in 2008.)
118
119
120
121
122
123

124

125

Brunei 1935 registration envelope ISCRE1 with Specimen overprint, fine.
Brunei 1977-1996 seven Aerogrammes (ISCA1 to ISCA7) mint plus 2 ISCA4 philatelic used
and a 198? ISC3 registered envelope used 10.91 total cat over RM90
North Borneo 1889 3c PSC (ISCP2) uprated with 1c commercially used from Sandakan (poor
19.1.12 strike) to London, fine.
North Borneo 1889 8c PSC (ISCP4) used philatelically(?) from Sandakan (poor 15.9.1894
strike) to Germany (arrival 2.11.94), good sound used.
North Borneo 1894 1c and 3c Reply PSCs used (28.5.97) philatelically from Sandakan to
Austria, former with tax mark, fine.
North Borneo 1889-1895 selection of 17 PSCs from ISCP1 to ISCP10 (all mint) incl used
ISCP1 (red brown used commercially 1. ex Batavia and DEI uprated and 2. ex Sandaken
[15.9.91]), ( yellow brown used 1. ex Kudat [7.12.90] stamps removed to Germany and 2.
CTO Sandakan [30.9.89]), ISCP3 ex Kudat [30.6.95] to Germany, ISCP7 CTO Sandakan
[13.5.92] and ISCP10 ex Sandakan [27.6.96] to Germany. Unless noted all used are philatelic

£30
£12

Sarawak 1897-1934 selection of 7 PSCs incl ISCP1, ISCP3, ISCP4, ISCP5 unused,
2@ISCP1 philatelically used to England [14.12.97] or Germany [25.5.98] and Specimen
perforated ISCP17. All good.
Sarawak 1900 ISCP4 used from Sarawak museum, Kuching [4.11.11] to France. Printed
message and arrival. Good condition.

£20

£30
£30
£40
£25

£20

126
127

Sarawak 1899 ISCP2 4c on 3c PSC [12.1.03} to Switzerland [philatelic] showing some
doubling to surcharge, with unused normal card for comparison, fine.
Sarawak 1918 ISCP10 4c carmine additionally franked 2@2c from Sarawak museum Kuching
[7.3.24] to Netherlands slightly creased at bottom left and evenly toned but very scarce. Printed
message.
th

£30
£30

128

Sarawak 1922 ISCP11 4c dull lilac ex Kuching cancelled [13 December 1930] addressed to
Charles Brooke Esq. c/o Boustead and Co in Singapore slight faults including scuffs and area
of toning but good overall appearance. Mirror writing message on reverse reads “Many happy
returns of the day and a good time in the coming year. Send this card back in an envelope –
I want it for my collection. Dad Xmas 1930. P.S. when are you getting married?” Scarce
card used and a remarkable item with this message!

£80

129

Sarawak 1934 ISCP16 4c violet additionally franked 1c + 25c sent airmail to London from
Kuching ( 21.11.39 ) with censor cachet, rare and delightful item, good.
Sarawak 1913-1960s ISCRE1a mint, ISCRE3a used ex Miri [4.8.27] uprated with 5c and 10c
to Germany damaged and soiled, ISCRE5e Specimen creases and wrinkled flap stuck down.
Also 2 1960s OGS or OHMS envelopes to London.
Sarawak 1921 ISCRE3b size E, used to Beckhaus by address label to Germany additionally
franked 2@6c ex Kuching, small registered handstamp with circular Ha Buey Hon chop at
lower left, Berlin arrival [26.10.25], fine.
Sarawak 1928 ISCRE4b size E, used to Beckhaus by address label to Germany additionally
franked 12c ex Kuching [29.1.29] with large and unclear registration chop of Kuching and
circular Ha Buey Hon chop at lower left, Berlin arrival [5.3.29] and equally fine and attractive.

£90

130

131

132

£25

£25

£25

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
133

134
135
136

137

138

POSTCARDS
1879 ISCP1 3c three copies, mint, used locally within Penang postmarked [4.1.86] and mint
with B overprint for Bangkok ISCB1. The latter toned and the used copy with a message date
of 10.79(?).
1879 ISCP2 to ISCP5 four cards unused copies of each, some toning. Cat value of almost
RM800,
1884 ISCP6 with local SPECIMEN handstamp minor toning but very scarce.
1884 ISCP6 and ISCP7 1c and reply unused, three copies of ISCP6 used (1894/6) in
Singapore or Malacca (one creased) and 1885 ISCP8 3c two copies used (one ex Singapore
commercially to Netherlands [20.12.89] the other (creased, toned and philatelic) with 8 added
overprinted low value stamps [22.6.11]). Condition mixed.
1884 ISCP6 1c two used copies first [23.6.93] printed notice of Singapore Musical Evening,
second ex Penang [4.6.97] to Teluk Anson (arrival), ISCP7 reply half as single card notice
[5.02] of Singapore Evening and also 1885 ICSP8 two used copies with printed Stamps for
Sale notices both ex Penang first [17.7.90] to England (top left corner missing) with printed,
second [3.6.91] to Germany . Condition mixed.
1884 ISCP6 1c four used copies, three [1891/92] solo local use in Singapore or Penang, fourth
uprated with 2c [12.97] ex Singapore to Java (transit 31.12 and arrival 2.1.98), good to fine
overall.

£35

£30
£80
£30

£20

£40

139

1884 ISCP6 1c an interesting study on the Georgetown Penang Rates and Taxes on the
reverse, 9 different cards (incl one unused and unaddressed) from late 1891 up to early 1897.
Condition mixed as you would expect on unliked tax charge notices! Also ISP20 1c George
Town rates and taxes (incl dogs, horses, carriages and “Auto Motor Car” demand for early
1908.

£30

140
141

1884 ISCP7 1c reply card the 2 types philatelically used, scarce. Clean condition.
1884 ISCP7 1c and 1885 ISCP9 3c reply cards philatelically used latter with small stains to
Switzerland.
1891 ISCP10, ISCP12 and ISCP13 “2” surcharges selection mint and/or CTO. Four cards,
generally good.
1891 ISCP10 “2” in red on 3c blue sent registered from Penang to Deli, Sumatra with
additional 5c blue franking, fine N.I. Postagent Penang [19.10.92} and transit. Good.
1891 ISCP14 TWO CENTS on 3c [5.8.92], and 1893 ISCP18 3c carmine [13.8.96] both used
to India with arrival marks. Fine.
1891 ISCP14 TWO CENTS on 3c used [11.91] to Switzerland (stains), 1893 ISCP16 2c
carmine uprated by 1c stamp used [1.2.99] to Shanghai (small tear on left does not detract) and
1893 ISCP18 3c carmine three used copies [1895/00] to Belgium or Germany, all save one 3c
commercial, toned but otherwise good.
1891 ISCP14 TWO CENTS on 3c ex Singapore [18.11.91] to Berlin, 1893 ISCP17 2c
carmine reply half (additional stamp removed) ex Ipoh (transit Taiping [14.7.98] and Penang)
to London and 1893 ISCP18 3c carmine (2) ex Singapore 1897/01 to Switzerland and
Germany arrival marks used.
1893 ISCP16 2c carmine Singapore [1.12.08] to Penang and 1893 ISCP18 3c carmine (3) ex
Singapore [1894/95] or Malacca [1904] to India/Italy/Switzerland all used to/from Stamp
collectors/dealers. Good to fine.
1893 ISCP18 3c carmine examples used [97/02]from Penang to France, Germany and
Holland. Toning and some creases.
1893 ISCP19 3c reply card philatelically (Windrath) used [11.3.95] from Singapore to
Germany (arrival) few small marks at left but scarce.
1893? ISCP19a 3c carmine reply card with additional black overprint ‘CARTE POSTALE
AVEC RESPONSE PAYEE’ normal faintly brown stock, very fine unused for this very scarce
card.
1893? ISCP19a 3c carmine reply card, overprinted in the Edwardian era, c1907, with CARTE
POSTALE AVEC RESPONSE PAYEE” overprint on outward card & “CARTE POSTALE –
RESPONSE” in black, complete card used from Singapore to Olton in Switzerland with a long
message, good “Singapore OC 18 1909” double ring cancel with fine Olton arrival mark of
9.XI.09, some slight staining & two minor scuffs to face of card, latter not affecting
appearance. Used a truly rare card. Ex Ian Raybould auction of 15/6/2002. One of only 3
used examples recorded in TMP 37/90.

£40
£35

142
143
144
145

146

147

148
149
150

151

152

153

1903 ISCP20 and ISCP21 1c Specimen overprints, mint unused and ISCP20 uprated with
2@1c stamps ex Singapore [15.12.11] to Germany all clean and fine and ISCP22 3c pair of
used cards ex Singapore to Japan [4.1.04] or Netherlands [16.3.07] arrival marks, some toning
as usual.
1903 ISCP20 five 1c green, three used locally (Penang or Singapore), two unused (Singapore)
all with printed messages. Interesting.

£30
£80
£20
£40

£30

£40

£30
£25
£80

£500

£50

£30

153A

1907 ISCP23 the 1c+1c lilac reply card of Labuan overprinted in red “STRAITS ===
SETTLEMENTS” cancelled Labuan cds Proud D8 dated 11 Apr 1907 addressed to “W Rohr,
c/o Marudu, Labuan” without message and with unused reply half still attached and overall
fine. Philatelic but scarce; commercially used copies being very rare. Cat RM1600.

£95

154

1912 ISCP26 and ISCP27 1c and 1c reply Specimen overprints and mint (reply card uprated
in 1918?), single used (creased and damaged) ex Singapore [13.1.31] uprated to England, 1912
ISCP 28 and ISCP29 3c and 3c Reply (all over even toning) Specimen overprints, single 3c
unused and used (uprated and toned) ex Penang [4.7.19] to Switzerland.

£35

155

1912 ISCP26 four 1c cards, three used locally (Penang or Malacca) and ISCP27 1c reply two
slightly damaged outward halves only (Singapore) all with interesting printed messages.

£30

156

1912 ISCP28 3c from Singapore [13.8.19] to Netherlands, additionally franked 10c, good.

£20

157

1912 ISCP29 3c reply card each half additionally franked 3c ( missing corner on 3c stamp on
outward half ) plus 2@10c for Karachi – London airmail rate, from Penang ( 2nd AU 1929 )
addressed to the Netherlands with London red bars deleting Air mail label. Good condition. A
very scarce Karachi airmail postcard

£80

158

1912 ISCP28 3c, 1918 ex Penang [23.10.13] to England, ISCP31 2c green ex Singapore
[25.5.37], 1922 ISCP34 2c brown ex Singapore [11.10.26], all fine used. Latter two with
printed messages
1917 ISCP30 TWO CENTS on 1c, two fine unused showing slightly different surcharge types.

£30

1917 ISCP30 TWO CENTS on 1c, four good used [1918 to 1921] ex Singapore or Penang,
two with printed notices and one to Australia (without postage due).
1918 ISCP31 and ISCP31b 2c and 2c reply, both printed Specimen and mint copies of each
card, fine.
1918 ISCP31 2c three fine copies, two used in Singapore [1921/22] and one printed unused to
Boustead as insurance agent in Singapore, one of the used a Singapore Municipality water and
gas bill for January 1922.
1918 ISCP31 2c green and 1922 ISCP34 2c brown both good used to Argentina (unusual
destination). Former uprated by 6c [8.11.23], the latter uprated by 4c [24.9.26].

£25

192(7?) ISCP31 The reissued 2c green, with printed SPECIMEN from top left to bottom right.
Small crease to very top right but otherwise fine.
192(7?) ISCP31 2c green three used copies [1929/1932] with printed notices ex Singapore to
British Honduras (small spike hole does not distract from most unusual destination), Penang or
Malacca (latter with a crease), both to India. Generally otherwise good.

£15

192(7?) ISCP31 2c green used copy [16.8.29] commercial ex Singapore endorsed at bottom
left “by SS Tjesimae” and uprated by 4c to Sweden, small corner crease to bottom right
otherwise good.
192(7?) ISCP31 2c green three used copies ex Singapore differently uprated by 2c to London
[13.8.32], 4c violet (philatelically) to Germany [14.12.27] or 4c orange to the Netherlands [24
7.31] name removed.

£12

159
160
161
162

163

164
165

165A

166

£20

£30
£20

£25

£15

£25

167

1918 ISCP32 and ISCP33 4c carmine and reply printed Specimen and unused good condition.
ISCP32 4c carmine four commercial used copies ex Singapore or Penang [1921/1929] to
Germany, India, Japan, and the Netherlands. Some toning.
1918 ISCP33 4c carmine reply philatelically used to Germany. Good.
1922 ISCP34 4c brown specimen overprint (toned), unused (corner damage), unused uprated
by 4c and used (2) ex Penang to London (stamp removed) and printed message ex Malacca
[30.12.25] to Singapore.
1922 ISCP35 unissued 8c carmine with specimen overprint. Right bottom corner crease.

£35

1928 ISCP36 2c green without “The Address only …” fine unused. Also two used both
uprated, first with 4c orange fine ex Singapore [19.10.34] to Belgium and the second (filing
holes) with 2c ex Singapore [19.6.35] to Scotland.
1935-36 ISCP37 and ISPC38 2c green and reply with Specimen overprint and ISCP38 reply
unused.
1935 ISCP37 2c green unused but printed meeting message, also copy used ex Singapore
[14.4.37] to Ipoh. Both fine.
1937 ISCP39 2c green without “The Address only …” specimen overprint and 1938 ISCP40
2c green with “The Address only …” both unused and fine commercially used [19.3.40]
uprated 2@1c stamps and censored ex Singapore to Australia.
1941(?) ISCP44 2c green uprated 2c by large red circular impression (PPI) fine unused.

£15

176
177

1938 ISCP41 2c green reply with specimen overprint and also fine unused copy.
1941(?) ISPC42 2c orange unused also copy with Benta obliteration ex Penang [1.9.52] with
5c Penang and 1c Kedah used on FDI of Penang stamp to/from Magness. Both fine.

£35
£15

178

1957(?) ISCOPC9 variety with “On Postal Service” printed above, and not below, the
obliterated crest and stamp as copy illustrated in ISC cat. Fine used ex (director of posts in)
Kuala Lumpur [5.1.58] to Singapore with printed acknowledgement on reverse.

£40

179

1888(?) ISCOPC2 fine cancelled by favour (specimen?) Penang [16.10.86]. Also copy to
Penang not posted and cancelled on both sides with name or initials (on the front in red).

£40

168
169

170
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172
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174

175

180
181
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185

NEWSPAPER WRAPPERS + LETTER CARDS
1928 ISCN1 2c wrapper both printed specimen (dated 1928) and unused examples.
1928 ISCL1 4c letter card both printed specimen and unused examples.
1928 ISCL1 4c letter card philatelically used (and still sealed) ex Singapore [10.1.29] to
Germany with Beckhaus label. Fine and scarce.
ENVELOPES
1928 ISCE1 4c violet (toning), ISCE2 6c red (crease) and 1929 ISCE3 4c orange all with
specimen overprints. The two 1928 envelopes also unused.
1928 ISCE1 4c violet uprated with 10c, 2@5c (one damaged) and 2c (damaged) stamps to
make up 26c rate on airmail from Karachi ex Penang [2.8.29] to England. Endorsed on reverse
as arrived 19.8.29. Scarce use of this envelope on the flight.
1928 ISCE2 6c red uprated with 10c, 5c, 4c and 2c stamps to make 27c rate on registered
foreign ex Singapore GPO [17.2.33] to Switzerland and ISCE3 ? uprated with 4c stamp for
Imperial ex Singapore [9.4.36] to England. Both covers with some stains but an attractive
pair.

£15
£15

£30

£30
£20
£30

£20

£35
£30
£35

£30
£50

£40
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191

192
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199

200

201
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203
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206

1936 ISCE4 5c brown both Specimen and unused copies.
1936 ISCE4 5c brown uprated with 1c and 2c KGV stamps ex Singapore [23.9.36] to
England. Minor stains do not detract from good cover.
1937 ISCE5 5c brown with specimen overprint.
1937 ISCE5 5c brown uprated with 2c, 5c and 30c KGVI stamps to make up the airmail rate
ex Singapore [24.2.39] to Austria with currency control mark. Flap on reverse missing and
stain on front but still attractive.
REGISTRATION ENVELOPES
1891 ISCRE1 5c F, G, H and H2 unused with F overprinted specimen and with H used
(adhesives removed!) ex Penang [23.11.12] to France with arrival. Good to fine examples.

£20
£30
£20
£20

£40

1891 ISCRE1 5c F unused but uprated 3c and used uprated 8c ex Penang [2.6.97] to Chile
(local registration label added), G two copies both uprated 2@8c used ex Singapore [26.7.98
and 6.3.97] to Saigon and Madras both slightly roughly opened.
1891 ISCRE1 5c uprated with KEVII stamps. G fine with 2@8c ex Penang [1.7.02] to
Germany, H2 (folded and slight damage!) with 4c, 5c and 30c ex Singapore [16.6.06] to
England.
1902 ISCRE2 5c F specimen, F and G unused and F used uprated 4c ex Penang [4.8.03] to
England. Mixed good to one unused F stuck down.
1902 ISCRE2a 5c G uprated 12c QV and further uprated KEVII with 3@1c, 4c and 5c used
ex Penang [16.5.03] to the US and redirected. Good.
1904 ISCRE3 10c F specimen, F, G and H unused all fine.
1904 ISCRE3 10c F uprated 2@4c ex Penang [11.7.06] to England and G (some surface
stains) uprated 2@8c ex Singapore [2.6.05] to Germany.
1904 ISCRE3 10c both good to fine and ex Singapore F uprated 2@8c [6.12.06] to the
Netherlands and G uprated 8c [29.6.08] to Saigon.
1912 ISCRE4 10c F specimen and mint, used uprated 3@4c ex Malacca [26.8.13] to India
and uprated 4c [4.6.21] to England, and uprated 2@10c ex Penang [19.10.21] to India. Very
slight staining on used copies.
1912 ISCRE4 10c G unused and uprated 2c plus 2@12c AR ex Penang [2.22] to Germany
plus F uprated 2c and 6c ex Singapore [28.11.21] to India plus H uprated 2@4c ex Penang
[13.12.17] to India.
1912 ISCRE4a 10c G uprated 5c and 2@4c ex Singapore [28.7.17] plus NIPostagent Singapore mark to Sumatra and uprated 4c within Singapore [8.7.15]. Former good, latter fine.

£50

1912 ISCRE4a 10c G uprated 2@4c ex Singapore [20.1.15] plus AR mark and circular crown
censor to India, good.
1912 ISCRE4 10c fine G uprated 10c [25.5.21] to Mexico (unusual destination) and H (well
used, worn and frayed) uprated 10c and 2@1c [29.1.20] to England. Both items ex Orchard
Road, Singapore. Former with registered registration mark R3 on new LRD and latter with
provisional registration label.
1912 ISCRE4b 10c fine H uprated 8c ex Singapore [17.12.14] to the Netherlands.
1922 ISCRE5 12c with “fee paid” G specimen and H mint without 2c stamp.
1922 ISCRE5a 12c G with “fee paid” three good to fine used copies each uprated 12c. First ex
Penang [4.6.23] to the Netherlands, second ex Singapore [12.8.24] to US and third ex Malacca
[2.4.25] to Germany.
1912 ISCRE4a 10c G uprated 14 cents [11.25] and 1922 ISCRE5a twelve cents uprated 12c
with “fee paid” [11.8.24] both ex Singapore to US.

£25

£35

£25
£15
£35
£20
£25
£40

£40

£25

£50

£30
£30
£30

£30

207
208

1921/23? ISCRE6 10c but without “fee paid” and with text on reverse G specimen.
1912 ISCRE5a 10c with “fee paid” G with post office added 2c stamp for fee. One unused and
one fine used ex Singapore [20.2.23] with additional added 2@6c to the Netherlands.

£15
£25

209

1912 ISCRE5a 10c with “fee paid” Gand 1921/23? ISCRE6 10 cents without “fee paid” G
both with post office added 2c stamp for fee. Both ex Singapore to London first [17.10.21]
with 10c and 2@4c added, second [15.4.25] with 2@6c added. Former roughly opened, latter
good.
1912 ISCRE5a 10c with “fee paid” G uprated with post office added 2c for fee two copies ex
Singapore to London [11.7.22] or India [28.9.23] further uprated by 2@3c or 4c plus 2@1c
and 1921/23? ISCRE6 10 cents without “fee paid” G uprated with post office added 5c for fee
ex Singapore [18.10.26] to England. All with slight damage but otherwise good.

£30

1912 unlisted variety of ISCRE4b 10c H with the embossed 10c on the flap and instructions in
three lines instead of two (Damaged and reduced by being cut down to look like a H2) with
post office added 2c for fee uprated 2@12c ex Penang [16.8.23] to Switzerland. Very scarce
(and discovered by vendor?).
1912 unlisted variety of ISCRE4b 10c H with the embossed 10c on the flap and instructions in
three lines instead of two worn and frayed with post office added 2c for fee uprated and
additional 2@6c (other stamp[s] missing) from Orchard Road (provisional label) Singapore
[5.3.24] to England. Although damaged it is very scarce (discovered by vendor?) if not rare.

£12

1924 ISCRE7a 15c G specimen and fine unused copies.
1924 ISCRE7b 15c H specimen copy.
1924 ISCRE7a 15c G two sound used copies both airmail ex Singapore in 1932 by KLM.
First uprated with 2@1c and 2@30c to Vienna, second uprated on reverse by 2@2c, 2@12c,
30c and 50c to London.
1924 ISCRE7a 15c G slight stains ex Raffles Hotel, Singapore (Lyons type 9 registration
label) ERD uprated [16.1.28] with 12c to France.
1924 ISCRE7a 15c G two copies ex Singapore to the Netherlands [2.7.31] uprated 2@6c,
frayed and AR to India [20.3.27] uprated 2@4c (some stains). ISCERE7b fifteen cents H ex
Penang 53gms AR and insured for $196 (folded and some damage) to India [5.33] uprated 4c,
12c and 50c.
1924 ISCRE7a 15c G two slightly roughly opened copies ex Malacca Dutch airmail registered
to same address in Ireland. First [31.1.34] uprated by $1, plus 2c, 5c, 10c and 30c on reverse
and the second [7.2.34] by $1, 25c and 10c, plus 2@6c on reverse.
1924 ISCRE7b 15c H roughly opened but good from Penang [7.10.27] registered (Eastern &
Oriental Hotel datestamp and provisional label) to London uprated by 2c, 4c and 6c.

£30
£20
£20

220

1936 ISCRE8a and ISCRE8b 15c with Malaya added good G specimen and H unused.

£20

221

1936 ISCRE8a, ISCRE8b and ISCRE8c 15c with Malaya added good copies of G, H and H2
unused.
1936 ISCRE8a 15c with Malaya added G, two goodish used copies. First ex Penang [24.3.36]
uprated 50c for double weight airmail to Wales. Second ex Singapore [1.9.36] uprated 12c (on
reverse) to Berlin and redirected with transit and arrival marks.

£40
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£30

£60

£30
£35

£25

£20

£20

223

224
225
226
227
228

1936 ISCRE8b 15c with Malaya added H uprated 2c, 5c and 50c sent insured (54 gms for
$250 or 750 francs). Ex Tanjong Pagar [19.5.38] to England with Lyons type 13 label of
Singapore 8 on the LRD.
1937 ISCRE9a 15c G specimen overprint fine.
1937 ISCRE9a 15c G fine unused.
1937 ISCRE9a 15c G used and opened on three sides but looking good. From Malacca
[8.5.39] uprated 6c and 2@1c to Scotland with Singapore transit on reverse.
1937 ISCRE9a 15c G fine used ex Singapore [29.8.40] uprated 8c to London. Passed by
censor.
1937 ISCRE9a 15c three G goodish or poor or file holes used. The first ex Sepoy Lines,
Singapore [22.8.41] uprated 5c and 10c and opened and sealed by censor to the US. Second
ex Butterworth [11.5.38] uprated poor 6c and 30c AR. Third ex Bukit Mertajam [8.4.39]
uprated 1c, 2c and $1 on reverse, AR, insured (24 gms for $484 or 1424 francs). Both latter
two to India.

£40

£20
£15
£20
£30
£30

FEDERATED MALAY STATES
229

POSTCARDS
1901 ISCP1, ISCP2, ISCP3 and ISCP4 eight cards all unused and one of each additionally
overprinted specimen. One cent cards good and three cent cards a bit toned.

£40

230

1901 ISCP1, ISCP2, ISCR3 and ISCP4 with each card good to fine used. The one cent cards
are used locally and commercially (unused reply is attached), the three cent cards are both used
philatelically without message from KL to Sumatra with NIpostagent Penang mark of 25.9.05.

£60

231

1901 ISCP1 two good copies used, one uprated 2@1c philatelically ex Taiping to Austria,
second commercially ex Gopeng to Teluk Anson. ISCP3 two copies used ex KL, one
commercially to India (faded), second philatelically with NIpostagent [25.9.05] to Sumatra.
ISCP4 two copies used commercially, first (outward only damaged) to England, second (reply
only used as a single card) creased ex Seremban to Sweden.

£50

232

1901 ISCP1 copy used ex Taiping plus one unused to KL also ISCP2 used to Singapore
(outward half only) re rubber estate. 1918 ISCP9 copy used (mine return) also ISCP10
(outward half only on mine business) within Ipoh used also ISCP11 used (rubber return) to
India. 1923 ISCP15 used [2.8.24] (mine return) uprated 2c to Scotland. All the above seven
cards with printed messages.

£50

233

1918 ISCP5 to ISCP8 (four cards) all unused. The two 4c on 3c cards a bit discoloured as
always, the 2c on 1c cards fine. Cat 450RM.
1918 ISCP5 used ex Ipoh with printed message, ISCP6 used complete ex Teluk Anson
phitaletically, ISCP7 two copies used (one printed notice) to the US and Siam (and redirected)
and ISCP8 uprated 4c used philatelically (with printed address label) complete to Austria. The
three 4c on 3c cards a bit discoloured as usual, the 2c on 1c cards fine.

£35

1918 ISCP9, ISCP10, ISCP11 and ISCP12 each specimen and also unused. 1923 ISCP16,
ISCP17 (slight crease to bottom left), ISCP18 and ISCP19 each specimen and ISCP17,
ISCP18 and ISCP19 unused. !5 cards in total with some age toning.
1923 ISCP17 four good used copies [3.31 to 1.34], three printed rubber reports to same
addressee in Singapore and redirected to India, and one (stamp removed) to the US. ISCP17
badly creased used [9.25] copy printed message within Taiping and ISCP19 used copy (stamp
removed) to the US. 1927 ISCP21 used [7.35] creased.

£60

234

235

236

£60

£25

237

1918 ISCP11 four used copies [3.30 to 7.38], three printed rubber reports [3.30 to 6.32] to
same addressee in Singapore and redirected to India (age stained) and one (7.38) uprated to
England. 1923 ISCP17 used uprated copy [7.24] printed tin report to Scotland. 1927 ISCP21
locally (within Perak) used copy [12.34]. All cards slightly age stained and traces of slight
corner creases but a good group.

£35

238

1918 ISCP13 both unused and used copies. The latter is uprated to Austria [13.8.27] and has
age discolouration/stains and there is a crease in the very top left away from design.

£30

239

1927 ISCP21 one fine unused copy and two commercially used copies. One (slight age
discolouration) is used locally within Perak [2.10.35] with a small crease in the lower left and
the other card (slight creases in lower left and upper right do not distract0 uprated to Scotland
[19.9.35].

£35

240

241
242

243

244

245
246

LETTERCARDS, NEWSPAPER-WRAPPER, ENVELOPES
1928 ISCL1 two overprinted specimen copies, one with additional “1928” printed just above
the stamp (slight indentation to upper left not really noticeable) and also one fine unused copy.

£35

1928 ISCN1 an overprinted specimen copy and an unused copy. Cat RM700?
1929(?) ISCE1 an overprinted specimen copy additionally overprinted “1928” just to upper left
of stamp, an unused copy together with a slightly faded copy additionally franked 1c (by post
office for local rate) and ISCE2 overprinted specimen copy and an unused copy. All 5
envelopes fine except where mentioned and cat over RM700.
1929 ISCE1 two used copies sent by airmail to England. First [12.9.29] uprated 4c and 3@6c
to make 26c rate via Karachi, slightly foxed at edges and folded but still presentable. Second
[18(?).5.35] uprated 1c (by post office) and 2@10c cleanly opened on two sides.

£35
£50

1929 ISCE1 used copy [4.2.30] uprated 2c to Scotland slightly crumpled to bottom left.
ISCE2 used copy [2.8.35] uprated 2c to Scotland with tear (2 cm) to upper left and small stain
and tiny tear to right clear of stamp but still attractive.

£35

REGISTRATION ENVELOPES
1901 5c ISCRE1 F specimen and unused examples, ISCRE1a G unused but stuck down with
slight corner crease and ISCRE1c H2 unused. Fine except as stated.
1901 5c ISCRE1 F used [25.4.04] to Germany but all adhesives removed. ISCRE1b H used
[20.11.05] to London with added 1c and 20c to pay additional registration and 4@4c postage
(folded, worn and stains). ISCRE1c H2 used [19.8.04] to London and redirected with 5c on
address side and 20c (folded corner under stamp) and frayed around edges but NOT folded.

£40

£45
£40

247

1901 5c ISCRE1b H used [22.3.10] to stamp dealer in Paris with additional 3c and 10c to pay
additional registration and postage. Slightly age worn but otherwise in good condition.

£40

248

1907 10c ISCRE2 F with specimen overprint and ISCRE2b H both unused the latter with a
crease on the bottom right. 1909 ISCRE3 F and ISCRE3 G (with flap and address on same
side) unused. Apart from described all in fine condition.
1907 10c ISCRE2 F used [16.11.08] ex Taiping to Penang uprated 3c opened two sides but
closed on one. ISCRE2a G used [2.7.09] to Penang uprated 3c somewhat roughly opened.
ISCRE2b H used [1.3.12] to France uprated 3c, 5c, 2@1c, 2@4c (a rather poor copy roughly
opened, frayed and stained).

£40

249

£35

250

1907 10c ISCRE2 F fine used [12.10.06] to London uprated 4c. Sealing wax on flap side
slightly covering part of imprinted stamp mentioned only for completeness.
1909 10c ISCRE3 used (with flap and address on same side) to India. F [27.11.06] uprated 4c
with slight damage. G [19.4.22] uprated 2c (by post office) and 1c and 5c with slight
crumpling to edges. H [1.9.22] uprated 2c (by post office) and 2@6c with some damage all
around.
1909 10c ISCRE3 (with flap and address on same side) three used copies. First F [18.10.23]
to India uprated 2c (by post office) further uprated 3@1c and 3@5c with small pin hole and
some stains on the reverse. Second and third G both ex Kuantan, Pahang [11.19 and 11.7.21]
uprated 4c to Singapore but with frayed opening and two neat(!) filing holes each.

£20

1909 10c ISCRE3 (with flap and address on same side) three used copies. First F [28.5.24]
uprated 2@2c and 2@5c fine. Second and third G [13.10.10 and 4.1.23] uprated 3c and 5c
(1910) or 2c and 3@4c. One of the latter is to France, the other two items are to the
Netherlands. All clean and neat.
1920 to 1924(?) 12c ISCRE4 the G, H and H2 all overprinted specimen, the latter two
unfortunately were folded but otherwise fine.
1920 to 1924(?) 12c ISCRE4 the G, H, H2 and K all fine unused and scarce as a complete set.
The colour on the H is a lighter shade of blue than the other items.
1920 12c ISCRE4 G two good used copies. First [3.9.24] from Port Swettenham to Ceylon
uprated 6c but scarcer use during limited correct period. Second [4.6.26] to India uprated 3c
(by post office) and a further 6c for postage. Former with a small edge damage at left, latter
with tiny corner creases.
1920 12c ISCRE4a H used [30.5.38] uprated with FMS 3c (by post office in FMS period)
from KL to the US further uprated by Selangor 4c and 8c. Some creases, fraying around edges
and partly torn (not badly) when opened.
1920 12c ISCRE4 G two used copies both uprated by different 3c (by post office). First
[20.5.26] also further uprated 6c to a person serving on HMS Hawkins in Hong Kong frayed
at open end and some stains. Second [6.4.29] AR mark also further uprated 3@6c ex Klang to
India. 1929 15c ISCRE5 size G used copy [20.11.34] uprated 2@4c ex Kuala Kangsar to
England frayed on opening and 1930 front only to New York with stamps removed.

£30

259

1920 12c ISCRE4 G uprated 3c (by post office) used [17.8.28} further uprated 12c to
Germany fine. ISCRE4b H2 uprated 3c (by post office) used [25.5.30} AR ex Kajang further
uprated 6c and 12c to India cancelled Kajang M.O.O., some discolouration, crease to left and
frayed on opening to right. 1929 15c ISCRE5 G used [26.12.30] uprated 12c to France with
some damage on opening. 1935(?) ISCRE6 15c with long flap ex Ipoh East [20.5.35] uprated
12c to Sumatra, some discolouration.

£40

260

£60

261

1929 15c ISCRE5 sizes G, H and H2 unused (small slight tear to flap on H does not detract)
and G size overprinted specimen. A fine part set.
1929 15c ISCRE5 and 1935(?) 15c ISCRE6. The two types of the size G used. First [1.4.31]
uprated 4c fine to Mrs Magness in Penang. Second [16.2.35] uprated 1c, 2@2c, 2@5c, 10c
and 25c to Scotland airmail slightly frayed on opening.

262
263

1942 ISCDP1 fine unused copy cat RM250.
1942 ISCDP2 fine unused copy and ISCDP5 unused (surface scuff) cat almost RM500.

£25
£40

264

1942 ISCDP7 fine unused copy cat RM600.

£40
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£25

£25

£35

JAPANESE OCCUPATION

265

1942 ISCDP4 fine used [23.3.2603] ex KL to Singapore, censor mark with 2604 latter added
1c (SGJ297) cancelled with Kearney type CC6. ISCDP5 fine with added 3s and 5s Japanese
stamps cancelled by Kearney type CC1 on card written in KL [9.12.2602].

£30

266

1942 ISCYP1 (three copies) “used” within KL or to Singapore and 1943 ISCKP4 (single not
addressed). Each card also has one or more Japanese stamps (3s, 5s, 8s and 15s) and all are
cancelled with commemorative postmarks Kearney types CC1, SCC1 or SCC2. Staining or
writing on two cards and some age discolouration but scarce in any condition.

£35

267
268

1943 ISCKP1 fine unused copy cat RM250.
1943 ISCKP4 good used [early 2603] from Pudu (Proud type D4) to Malacca, censor mark.
Slight crease to right hand side.
1944 ISCGP4 eight copies. Two unused, one CTO, three normal used, one registered [uprated
with 15c] used and one express [uprated with 2@15c] used. All five used have censor marks.
CDS on two of the normal used and the registered item. The remaining two and one of the
normal cards also bear commemorative postmarks. The used are in mixed condition with
creases or stains on all except the registered and express items.

£20
£30

270

194? ISCRE3 G fine unused copy together with 1940 fine Perak ISCRE2 G “used” (but not
postmarked) in 2605 with range of 8 different occupation stamps cancelled Kearney type CC9.

£35

270A

194? Negri Sembilan ISCP3 2c green stationery card, modified by a faker with a sense of
humour. The card is genuine, everything else is, or appears to be, fake. Black single frame
chop on the card looks good, but there is no pre-occupation uprating and these (as per recent
MSG book) are not known without. The additional Negri 2c green has a fake chop. The
postmark is a fantasy, Batu Pahat 1, which never existed that size. The additional 5c and 6c
with chops are damned by association. No address, message or censor marking. Possibly much
newer than the 2603 (1943) “postmark” suggests. Sold “as is”, photocopy or scan on request.

£10

269

£35

B.M.A.
271
272
273
274

275

1945 ISCRE1 H2 specimen overprint but folded, G three copies a specimen, an unused and (a
bit crumpled) used [27.1.48] uprated 15c from Taiping to KL.
1945 ISCRE1c a fine unused copy of this scarce item.
1945 ISCRE1c H2 a used copy uprated 6@25c ex Kota Bharu, Kelantan [21.2.47] for airmail
to the US. Crumpled around the edges but a rare used item.
1938 Perak ISCP9 2c orange demonetised postwar with undated Benta cancellation. One copy
fine unused and another copy fine used philatelically and registered from Kutching, Sarawak in
1946 to Singapore with a full set of the 1946 Centenary Issue. Most interesting example of
postcard shortages postwar. Also two copies of Perak 1940 ISCE2 used and registered from
Pulau Tikus to Penang on 31.3.46 uprated 2@2c and 4@6c and 1.4.46 uprated 10c, 8c, 5c and
1c inscribed to mark the final day of BMA and first day of Malayan Union.
5 items of prewar stationery demonitised, misused or possibly used in BMA period.
First Selangor 1936 ISCE1 with Singapore cancellation to a bogus London address. Second
Negri Sembilan 1936 ISCE1 appearing to be cancelled in Pontian {7.3.48} within Johore.
Other three are Johore 1934 ISCP5 cancelled Mengkarak (bogus address in Australia), ditto to
Penang and “properly” cancelled Benta but unused. Cards fine condition but envelopes with
some staining or creased.

£80
£60
£200
£40

£30

JOHORE
276

1904 ISCP1 crest in yellow copy fine used [19.9.04] uprated with 3c to Germany, Singapore
transit [20.9] and German arrival [15.10].
1904 ISCP1 crest in brown copy with “Awaiting a fare” picture on reverse fine used [26.3.09]
uprated with 1c and 2c to French Indo China. Very slight damage to lower right corner.

£50

278

1934 ISCP3 and ISCP4 fine specimen overprinted copies of the 2c single and 2c reply cards.

£30

279
280

1934 ISCP3 and ISCP4 fine unused copies of the 2c single and 2c reply cards.
1934 ISCP3 used copy of the 2c card ex JB [14.9.35] to Singapore additionally franked
2@SG129 (8c of 1935). Cryptic message of “The P.O. is open.” on the reverse. Small crease
to the bottom right.
1949 ISCP7 reply unused, 1950 ISCP8 single and ISCP9 reply both unused (latter unpriced in
ISC) , 1954(?) ISCP10 single unused. ISCP8 used [18.3.54] ex Muar and ISCP10 used
[17.12.54] ex Kluang. Six cards in total, all except the latter two (which have tiny creases at
the bottom left) fine. A fine set.
1934 ISCE1 and ISCE1a. Fine specimen overprinted copies of both the 5c green and the 5c
purple envelopes.
1934 ISCE1 5c green used [7.6.34] uprated 2c and 5c to Germany. Philatelic (Beckhaus label
used) but clean and good looking apart from some age discolouration. A scarce item.

£30
£15

284

1934 ISCE2 8c red used [6.8.41] from Pontian to Changi, Singapore. Registered and AR. 1c,
2c, 4c, 5c, 6c, 10c, and 12c stamps added as are copies of the large 1c, small 2c and 5c war
labels (soldier in tin hat) and to cap it an “Arrived safely etc” war label. With the exception of
the 1c (large) label (which clearly belongs) all items (including the Pontian registration label)
are tied to the front of the envelope. Philatelic, very colourful and a very scarce use of the 8c
envelope and the tied set of wartime labels. Transits JB and Singapore and arrival mark on
reverse. The signs of foxing and discolouration are mostly limited to the reverse, no room on
the front!

£150

285

1950 ISCE3 10c brown both unused and used copies with a pointed flap. The latter uprated by
20c and registered [17.12.54] from Benut to KL.
1950 ISCE3 10c brown, four used copies with a rounded flap. First from Yong Peng (date
unclear) to Penang (some small creases). Then three registered uprated from Yong Peng
[31.3.56] uprated by2@10c Jubilee on reverse to Penang, Paloh [7.4.56] and Muar [15.6.56]
uprated 2@10c to Singapore. Latter two opened on three sides and with damaging filing holes.

£40

287

1934 ISCRE1 15c one copy overprinted specimen (slight surface damage to lower left corner
and one used copy ex Mersing [3.6.37] uprated 5c to Singapore with slightly rough opening.

£40

288

1934 ISCRE1 15c philatelic fine neat used [7.6.34] copy uprated 12c ex JB to Germany
(Backhaus address label)
1949 ISCRE2 20c four fine unused copies. Two different size G, one with and one without
“Name and Address of Sender” plus 4 dotted lines on the reverse. One ISCRE2a H (with
“Name … etc” on reverse) and one ISCRE2b H2 (without “Name … etc).

£30

277

281

282
283

286

289

£50

£45

£40
£80

£50

£50

290

1949 ISCRE2 20c G three used copies with “Name … etc” all in 4.55 ex JB, Mersing or
Ringit to Singapore. Two opened by slicing extreme top off envelope without touching stamps
and the third slightly roughly conventionally opened. One ISCRE2b 20c H2 with “Name …
etc” ex JB [11.55] to KL opened in a way that has creased the flap. 1951 ISCRE3 20c G
“without oval R” two copies used ex Parit Jawa [26.7.56] to KL or Kukup [16.4.57] to
Singapore with minor creasing. ISCRE3 20c also “without oval R” the unlisted H size
(therefore ISCRE3b) used [24.8.57] ex JB to KL slight creases. All seven items uprated 10c.

£50

291

ISCRE2a 20c without “Name … etc” uprated 20c fine used [25.10.51] ex Kluang to the
Netherlands.

£30

292

1912 ISCP1/2/3/4 1c, 1c reply, 3c and 3c reply cards each with a copy overprinted specimen
and an unused copy. Also a copy of ISCP1 uprated (in 1918 by post office?) 1c unused. The
unused reply cards tend, as usual, to show a sign of age discolouration without stains but
otherwise all nine cards are fine.
1912 ISCP1 1c two used copies both creased, one (also thinned) within Alor Star [16.4.13] the
other (also bad corner stains) ex Bukit Mertajam (marked disallowed) with Penang tax mark
but postage due not charged. 1926 ISCP6 2c four used copies, first [6.7.35] to US (not
surcharged), second [21.4.39] locally, third uprated 2c corner creases ex Lunas [29.3.37] to
Canada and last [22.7.41] uprated 2c to Sungei Patani (two filled in filing holes and tiny corner
crease) . All six cards ex Alor Star unless stated.

£50

1925 ISCP5 2c brown and 1926 ISCP6 2c green, both overprinted specimen copies plus both
unused copies. Four fine cards.
1949 ISCP7 4c brown and ISCP8 4c reply both unused. 1950 ISCP10 4c reply post office
uprated by 2c stamps unused. 1951 ISCP11 4c+2c unused and two copies used ex Sungei
Patani [25.4.55] and Gurun [19.2.55] both to KL. All six cards fine apart from small corner
creases on the two used cards
1949 ISCE1 10c with pointed flap unused with small tear in top middle and ISCE2 10c with
rounded flap fine unused and also ISCE1 or E2 used [6.10.55] ex Alor Star to Penang
registered with 2@10c over the flap on the reverse and with medium crease at the top.

£30

1912 ISCRE1 10c G size, a fine example overprinted specimen.
1912 ISCRE1 G and ISCRE1a H sizes both unused, the former is fine and the latter would be
fine apart from a small stain/mark on the reverse.
1912 ISCRE1 10c two used G sizes. First ex Sungi Patani [3.3.22] uprated 2@4c to India
with foxing all over face, second (a specimen!) used [3.22] just as an envelope ex Bolivia(!) to
Stanley Gibbons in London registered uprated 26c in Bolivian stamps. Used ISCRE1a size H
ex Alor Star [30.11.16] uprated 3c and 10c to Batavia with some discolouration and a small
crease in the bottom left but scarce. 1926 ISCRE3 15c ex Sungei Patani [31.12.30] uprated
2@6c to Siam with some faults.

£15
£35

1925 ISCRE2 12c and 1926 ISCRE3 15c both examples overprinted specimen.
1925 ISCRE2 12c and 1926 ISCRE3 15c both unused, very small crease to bottom left of 12c
envelope.
1949 ISCRE4 20c and 195(6?) ISCRE5 20c examples both unused and fine used uprated 10c
(18.8.55 and 3.8.56). A fine set.
1949 ISCRE4b 20c H2 size. An unused copy and a good used (29.3.57 to KL) copy with
slight creases but a good pair of a scarcer envelope.

£35
£30

KEDAH

293

294
295

296

297
298
299

300
301
302
303

£40

£40

£40

£40

£30
£40

KELANTAN
304

1910 ISCP1 1c and ISCP2 3c. Examples with Specimen overprints and examples unused.
Also examples of ISCP1 and ISCP2 neat philatelic used and registered to Germany (29.8.11)
with additional stamp(s?) removed plus example of ISCP2 neatly philateliacally used (30.4.11)
to London by label with detailed transit worked out on reverse. Attractive set of 1910
postcards.

£70

305
306

1920 ISCP3 1c black, an unused example overprinted Specimen.
1922 ISCP4 2c brown, 1925 ISCP5 2c green and 1927 ISCP6 4c orange all three cards fine
and overprinted Specimen.
1922-1927 ISCP4, ISCP5 and ISCP5 2c brown, 2c green and 4c orange the examples fine
unused.
1925 ISCP4 and ISCP5 2c brown and 2c green. Both uprated 4c and used philatelically to
Berlin with Beckhaus labels. Dates on postmarks both unclear but the latter has a Penang
transit of 25.8.26.
1937 ISCP7 2c green. Both unused and specimen fine copies.
1937 ISCP7 2c green fine used (10.10.38) and uprated philatelically with 1c, 4c, 5c and 6c
stamps to Singapore with what seems a personal message.
1937 ISCP7 2c green used commercially as a new year card (unclear 1940(?) date) and
uprated 2c to KL. The reverse of the typed card had FOUR separate (but untied) copies of the
5c Malaya Patriotic Fund labels around the edge of the card. Scarce and attractive. Slight
crease in bottom left.
1949 ISCP8 4c and ISCP9 4c+4c reply cards fine unused. 1950 ISCP10 4c uprated by 2c
stamp good used (20.3.54) ex Pasir Mas to KL. 1951 ISCP12 4c uprated by 2c red imprint
(two shades) three good used copies (ex Pengkalan Chepa 6.9.56 and Kuala Krai 20.5.54) all
to KL of which one (ex Kota Bahru) has no postmark but a boxed Census Taking 1957 as
arrival mark.

£25
£35

307
308

309
310
311

312

313
314
315
316
317

1927 ISCRE1 10c. Both unused and Specimen fine copies.
1927 ISCRE1a 10c size H. A fine unused copy of this scarcer larger item.
1937 ISCRE2 15c. Both unused and Specimen fine copies. Also 1937 ISCEV1 5c fine unused
copy.
1949 ISCRE3, ISCREa and ISCREb 20c. Complete set of G, H and H2 envelopes fine unused
and difficult to complete.
1949 ISCRE3 G 20c good used (10.5.54) ex Kuala Krai to Alor Star uprated by 5c and 10c,
slight stain. 1950 ISCRE4 G 20c (with provision for name and address on reverse) used
(31.1.55) to KL uprated 10c roughly opened. 195(?) ISC unlisted G 20c uprated by 10c
without large R on obverse but with provision for name and address on reverse used (9.7.56) to
KL together with an unused copy.

£35
£50

£40
£120
£150

£30

£20
£35
£50
£50
£30

MALACCA
318

319

1949 ISCP1 4c, ISCP2 4c+4c reply card and 1954 ISCP7 6c all fine unused. 1953 ISCP5 4c
plus 2c good used ex Triang (2.3.55) and ISCP7 6c fine used ex Alor Gajah (19.7.56) both
commercially to KL.
1949 ISCP1 4c and ISCP2 4c+4c reply both “unused” but sent as specimens from UPU
distribution to Australia where they were gently postmarked May 1949 Adelaide, South
Australia. Rare and Specimens of a different type. (See also lots 329 and 349)

£30

£60

320

321

322
323

1949 ISCE1 10c unused (slight toning) and used (6.3.56) and registered uprated 2@10c QE2
stamps on reverse to Singapore. Opened out and filing holes with some damage. Also 1953
ISCE2 10c 2 good copies from different printings of slightly different sizes (one with pointed
flap and one with rounded flap).
1949 ISCRE1 20c G unused (slight crease). 1954 ISCRE2 20c G two used copies, first good
ex Selandar (2.3.55) to Singapore, second roughly opened at bottom right with part of
registration label removed ex Jasin (23.9.55) to Penang and also ISCRE2b H2 folded and
roughly opened used (24.4.57) to Singapore. 1956 ISCRE3 20c G fine unused copy plus fine
used copy (9.8.56) to KL. All used items uprated with 10c QE2.

£25

1949 ISCRE1a 20c H used (21.9.54) to KL uprated 5c and 10c QE2. Small stain and slight
rough opening bottom right do not detract from a scarce item.
1951(?) ISCOE1 20c H2 fine used (31.12.1957) on government service ex Federal House KL
[Director of Posts (Finance)] to GB. Uprated $1 Malacca 1957 issue.

£25

£35

£60

NEGRI SEMBILAN
324

1897 ISCP1 1c and ISCP2 1c reply cards. Specimen, unused and CTO (Seremban or Port
Dickson) copies of both. All fine. The specimen of ISCP1 has a pencilled date and number on
the reverse which is(?) the reference added on receipt by Berne.
1936 ISCP3 2c and ISCP4 2c reply cards fine Specimen copies.
1936 ISCP3 2c and ISCP4 2c reply cards fine unused and ISCP3 2c uprated with 2c green
stamp good used to Singapore (message in Chinese) postmarked “Paquebot Singapore” (in
1941?) which may be a train letter item.
1941 ISCP6 2c + 2c red (small overprint type A in MSG handbook scarcity B) - not recorded
in ISC catalogue. Fine unused copy and scarce.
1949 ISCP7 4c, ISCP8 4c reply (both with arms), 1950 ISCP9 4c and ISCP10 4c reply (both
without arms). Fine unused copies of each of the four cards, the former two scarce and cat
over RM600.
1949 ISCP7 4c and ISCP8 4c reply (with arms) both “unused” but sent as specimens from
UPU distribution to Australia where they were very gently postmarked May 1949 Adelaide,
South Australia. Rare and Specimens of a different type. (See also lots 319 and 349)

£60

330

1951 ISCP11 4c (added 2c stamp) fine used ex KL (2.51). 1953 ISCP13 4c with imprinted
extra 2c five fine used copies mostly to KL ex Seremban or Port Dickson (1955/56) with one
not postmarked, two (1955) to the US or Spain uprated 6c. One copy (15.6.54) has the arms
double obiterated and thus rare. 1956 ISCP14 6c good used (24.6.57) to KL.

£30

331

1936 ISCE1 5c both fine specimen and good unused copies. Latter with slight crease and usual
but light toning.
1949 ISCE2 (rounded flap) fine unused and ISCE2a (sharp flap) good unused with small
specks of toning.
1936 ISCRE1 15c G both Specimen and fine unused copies with good used (16.11.37) airmail
example to the US (arrival mark) ex KL uprated partly on reverse with 1c, 2c, 4c and 25c of
Selangor, 4c of Perak and SS 1937 coronation set. Also scarce ISCRE2a 15c H unused with
slight crease and toning.
1936 ISCRE1 15c G good commercial used (5.3.41) ex Port Dickson to GB with Seremban
and Singapore registered transits. Uprated 8c and Censor (76) mark. Very small corner
creases.

£30

325
326

327
328

329

332
333

334

£30
£40

£60
£70

£40

£20
£50

£30

335

1949 ISCRE2 20c G (large R no provision for senders address type I) two fine unused copies.
ISCRE2 (variety type II) 20c G (large R provision for senders address on reverse) fine used
(27.4.55) to Singapore. 195(0?) ISCRE3 20c G (no large R provision for address only on
reverse type III) fine unused copy and used (6.4.56) copy to Singapore (roughly opened out,
filing holes and resealed). Five items in total, where used uprated 10c.

£50

336

1949 ISCRE2a 20c H good used (22.10.54) to Perak. Slight stain and small corner crease at
bottom left do not detract. Uprated 6c and 2@2c.

£30

337
338

1899 ISCP1 1c Specimen and unused fine copies.
Unadopted essay of 1936 ISCP2 2c as issued but with additional line reading “The address
only to be written on this side” immediately under “Pahang, Malaya”. Two blue lines through
card so that it could not be used. Condition fine and item probably unique and of exhibition
quality.
1936 ISCP2 2c and ISCP3 2c reply cards fine Specimen copies.
1936 ISCP2 2c and ISCP3 2c reply cards fine unused copies.
1936 ISCP2 2c fine commercial use (12.3.36) ex Kuantan to Medical Hall, Singapore with
commercial arrival mark.
1950 ISCP7 4c and ISCP8 4c reply both with 2c stamp added fine unused. 1955 ISCP10 6c
three used copies ex Raub (27.1.56), Triang (16.4.57) or Lanchang (?) to KL. The card from
Triang is folded but other cards are fine used.
1936 ISCE1 5c fine Specimen and unused copies.
1936 ISCE1 5c used (2.9.38) ex Frazers Hill uprated with 1c and 10c to pay double rate to
GB. Condition fine from the front but reverse shows sign of repair. Scarce.
1949 ISCE2 10c. A fine unused copy and ISCE2a rough paper copy used (12.6.51) ex Triang
to GB. Unrated 1c, 2@2c, 3c, 4c and 2@6c.
1936 ISCRE1 15c G fine Specimen and unused copies. ISCRE1a 15c H unused but a couple
of small damage faults but scarce.
1949 ISCRE2 20c G (type I large R no address of sender space) fine unused. 1950 ISCRE3
20c G (type II large R with address of sender space) used (19.10.54) ex Kwala Tembeling to
Singapore with faults including filing holes. 1955 ISCRE4 20c G (type III no R with address
of sender space) four mixed commercially good condition used copies (1956/57) ex Lanching,
Brinchang, Frasers Hill or Pekan to Perak or KL. All used copies uprated with 10c.

£20
£120

347A

1949 ISCRE2b 20c H2 (type I) used (16.11.51) ex Bentong airmail to GB uprated 4@50c
with Singapore transit mark (17.11.51) and Malayan green customs label on reverse and
London customs mark on obverse. Very roughly opened at left and some corner creasing but a
scarce item.

£20

348
349

1949 ISCP1 4c and ISCP2 4c reply fine unused cards.
1949 ISCP1 4c and ISCP2 4c reply both “unused” but sent as specimens from UPU
distribution to Australia where they were very gently postmarked May 1949 Adelaide, South
Australia. Rare and Specimens of a different type. (See also lots 319 and 329)

PAHANG

339
340
341
342

343
344
345
346
347

£30
£25
£50
£25

£35
£60
£25
£45
£30

PENANG
£25
£60

350

1949 ISCP1 4c good used (5.5.49) to GB uprated 2@1c. 1950 ISCP3 4c + 2c stamp fine (but
philatelically) used (11.12.53) ex Serdang Bharu, Selangor to KL, ditto good used (6.6.52)
uprated 6c to US. ISCP4 4c reply + 2c stamps fine unused. 1951 ISCP4 4c + 2c imprint fine
used copy plus good used (9.56?). 1954 ISCP6 fine unused and used (25.4.57) ex Kepala
Batas to Singapore (redirected to KL 26.4). 8 cards in total.

£40

351

1949 ISCE1 10c fine unused. 1954 ISCE2 10c two unused copies (one sealed, the other slight
faults) plus copy (unsealed) uprated 4c fine used (12.7.54) to India on First Day(?)and second
copy unaddressed used (5.5.57) uprated 6c, 12c, 25c and 30c Malayan Federation on first day.

£35

352

1949 ISCRE1 20c G fine unused copy plus good copy used (date unclear) uprated 50c airmail
to GB. ISCRE1a 20c H copy commercially used (18.8.53) and uprated 2c and 50c ex Dato
Kramat to Chile (unusual destination), unfortunately folded and frayed around the edges.

£30

353

1949 ISCRE1a 20c H unused (slight spots) and used (6.11.50) uprated 15c and 2@10c to GB
with fold (not too bad) and signs of opening. Overall a good pair.
1949 ISCRE1b 20c H2 good commercial use (15.4.53) uprated 10c to Singapore slightly
roughly opened.
1951(?) ISCRE2 20c (with 4 lines for name and address of sender on reverse) but the size H
(and so unlisted in ISC catalogue) fine used (1.8.55) to KL (tax office so not uprated and
treated as official?).
1954 ISCRE3 20c G two used copies (type I) ex Pitt Street (2.3.55) or E&O Hotel (11.10.55)
both uprated 10c (4c and 6c on latter but 4c stamp slightly moved but clearly belongs) mainly
fine with ISCRE3b 20c H2 uprated 10c and 5c used (20.2.57) to KL (neatly opened at top).
ISCRE3b 20c H2 used copy (trimmed at top) uprated 2@10c used (25.2.57) to KL. 1956
ISCRE4 20c G Type II a fine unused copy and four used (1956) copies (two fine ex McNair
Street and two with filing holes and/or opened out).

£30

354
355

356

£20
£30

£35

PERAK
357

POSTCARDS
1887 ISCP1 (with stop) (two copies), ISCP1a (without stop) with a copy without stop in a
lighter antique overprint (essay? but damaged at bottom right) plus 1892 ISCOP1, all unless
stated otherwise fine unused. Also ISCP1a philatelicaly fine used within Tapah (15.4.94).

£30

358

1893 ISCP1 1c and ISCP2 1c reply (with arms) Specimen and unused, 1894 ISCP3 1c and
ISCP4 1c reply (without arms) Specimen and unused copies of each of the four cards. ISCP3
two used copies, first ex Batu Gajah (9.11.99) commercial to Singapore, second philatelic to
Ipoh (12.3.94). ISCP4 three used copies, one reply half philatelic (23.3.94), one (10.3.06)
badly torn reply half but commercial notice of meeting and third (30.11.99) outward half only
commercial notice of auction to Gopeng. Also complete reply card CTO. 14 cards in total, all
fine except for the one example mentioned.

£70

358A

1893 ISCP4 1c reply philatelic use (12.3.08) uprated 2@1c FMS to Austria fine and with
reply half (unused and not uprated) still attached.
1936 ISCP6 2c and ISCP7 2c reply fine Specimen and unused copies.
1936 ISCP6 2c two used (1937/1939) copies one with a pinhole, the other with small stains.
1938 ISCP9b 2c used (5.40) copy to Penang uprated with 2c stamp. All three cards written in
Chinese.

£20

359
360

£30
£45

361

362
363

364

365

366

1936 ISCP6 2c two copies fine used to GB. One card (13.2.36 [by mistake for 13.6.36?]) ex
Kuala Kangsar uprated with 2c FMS stamp, the other card (1.12.37) ex Kampar uprated with
2c Perak stamp. Impressive pair.
1938 ISCP9b 2c green and ISCP9c 2c green reply fine Specimen cards.
1938 ISCP9b 2c green uprated with three copies of the 2c Perak green (one 2c appears to be
an official post office uprating and so card is unlisted in ISC) fine used (18.3.41) to Australia.
Censored No 6 but hardly in light of message.
1938 ISCP9b 2c green uprated with 2c, 6c, 40c and 50c Perak stamps used (2.7.41) ex Tapah
to GB. Censored (no number). Send by airmail and endorsed “Air Throughout . Clipper”. A
rare clipper $1 rate postcard, very commercial (long message on reverse) and in very fine
condition.
1938 ISCP9b 2c green uprated with 2c, 2@3c, 40c and 50c Perak stamps used (5.9.41) ex
Tapah to GB. Passed by censor 363/ A. As above in same correspondence. Slight crease to
bottom left mentioned for completeness but again a rare clipper $1 rate postcard.

£50

£40
£40

£120

£150

1938 ISCP8b 2c green uprated by 4c fine used (but date of KL postmark unclear) to US with
boxed “Train Letter” (Proud KL type TL5). Tiny creases in bottom left and right do not
detract from what is an otherwise fine used item.
1941 ISCP9d 2c green with 2c PP imprint (MSG 2008 handbook type F scarcity B) fine used
(15.9.41) ex Ipoh to Penang with message and address in Chinese.
1949 ISCP10 4c and ISCP11 4c reply fine unused with used (11.2.54) copy of ISCP10 with
extra 2c stamp added ex Bagan Datch (not? ISCP12?). 1952 ISCP12 4c + 2c stamp used
(10.3.54) ex Sungei Siput, 1953 ISCP14 4c + 2c PPI used (22.3.55) ex Batu Gajah. 1954
ISCP15 or ISCP15a 6c nine used copies (1956/57) ex variety of offices. All used cards mainly
to KL (some redirected from Singapore) and all in a mostly good to fine condition. Fourteen
items in total

£50

369

1949 ISCP13 4c reply card uprated by 2c stamps. Two haves both used, dispatch (21.6.55) ex
Malim Nawar and reply (4.5.55) ex Tanjonj Tualang , both of which have been officially cut
and then overprinted to delete the reference to replies and so turned into individual cards.
Unlisted in ISC as individual cards so a fine and rare pair. Very slight creases mentioned only
for completeness.

£80

370

1953 ISCP14 4c + 2c PPI nine good to fine used (1954/55) copies. 1954 ISCP15 or ISCP15a
6c twelve good to fine used (1956/57) copies. Twenty-one items in total (all save one are to
KL) with a large variety of postmarks or postal chops.
ENVELOPES
1936 ISCE1 5c and 1940 ISCE2 5c fine specimen copies of each.
1936 ISCE1 5c fine unused copy plus 1940 ISCE2 5c seemingly unused but addressed copy
(Civil Affairs Officer, Kulim, Kedah) with missing flap and frayed, some staines and tear at
middle top.
1936 ISCE1 5c good used (27.11.37) ex Ipoh to Papan. Very slight discolouration as expected
due to age.
1936 ISCE1 5c uprated 5c and 2c stamps fine used (3.2.36) ex Kampar to Germany. Traces of
two hinges on lower reverse.
1950 ISCE3 10c two fine unused copies. One with pointed flap, the other (slightly larger in
size) with rounded flap.

£40

367
368

371
372

373
374
375

£60
£50

£30
£20

£20
£40
£30

376

377
378
379

1950 ISCE3 10c four used copies. Three are pointed flap of which two are registered (one
airmail philatelic on 3.1.52) uprated with set 50c to GB, the other (13.5.55) with 2@10c on
reverse over flap, the third (10.12.55) to Kalantan. One copy of the rounded flap, uprated 2c
(19.5.58), to GB. The two former are fine, the third some stains and the last with some
crumpling at top.
REGISTRATION ENVELOPES
1935 ISCRE1 15c G and ISCRE2 15c G. Both fine unused Specimen copies.
1935 ISCRE1 15c G a fine unused copy.
1935 ISCRE1 15c G two used copies, first crumpled (29.11.35) to GB uprated block of 4 of
the FMS 2c on reverse and second stain on reverse but good (23.11.38) to India uprated 1c
side face and 30c full face on reverse to India and insured. 1938 ISCRE2 15c G two used
copies, first slightly roughly opened (16.12.39 and censored) airmail to South Africa uprated
$1 side face and 5c, 10c and 50c full face on front and second good (if slightly aged) ex Trong
(5.6.39) to India uprated 8c on reverse. Four item in total.

£35

£30
£15
£25

380

1950 ISCRE3 20c G an unused copy (type I no senders address) and two fine used copies
(type II with senders address on reverse) both uprated 10c ex Kuala Kangsar (16.10.54) or
Lenggong (20.11.54). Also ISCRE3b 20c H2 (type I) two used copies, first fine ex Sitiawan
(9.12.54) uprated 2@10c to Ipoh, second (7.9.53) to India uprated 2@35c on front roughly
opened from reverse but good from front.

£40

381

1950 ISCRE3 20c G (type II) fourteen used copies (1954/55) from nine different offices
uprated 10c or 15c within Perak or to Penang or Singapore. Most are good to fine but five
have been slightly cut down at extreme left or right.
1950 ISCRE3a 20c H (type I) good used (13.4.53) ex Chenderiang with some creasing to left
plus ISCRE3a 20c H (type II) very good used (29.4.55) ex Bruas with small crease in lower
left. Both uprated 10c and to Singapore. A good pair showing both types of reverse of ISCRE3
H.
1952 ISCRE4 20c G (type III without R) one fine unused copy and three used copies
(1956/57) from three different offices each uprated 10c, opened at top or small stains.
ISCRE4b 20c H2 (type III) ex Ulu Bernam uprated 5c and 10c opened at top and fold but
overall of good appearance. Five items in total.

£35

382

383

£35

£35

PERLIS
384

385
386

387

388

1951 ISCP1 4c, ISCP2 4c reply, ISCP4 4c plus 2c stamp and ISCP5 4c plus 2c PPI all fine
unused and cat almost RM1,000. ISCP2 4c reply fine cto in Kangar without address unpriced
used in cat.
1951 ISCE1 10c two good unused copies of which one appears to be ISCE1a the rough white
wove paper. Cat RM500.
1951/54 ISCRE1 (De La Rue) and ISCRE1(variety unlisted type III McCorqudale?) G 20c
fine unused copies, the former with the R in oval and no provision for name and address of
sender, the latter (and later) without the oval R but with space for name and address of sender.
Also ISCRE1a H fine unused copy.
1951 ISCRE1 G 20c fine used copy uprated 4c and 6c with philatelic cancel (Kangar of 8.51
cto) but without address and commercially used copy (11.12.54) ex Kangar to Alor Star
uprated 5c and 10c slightly roughly opened. Also 1954 ISCRE1 20c (type III) fine unused.

£45

1956 ISCORE1 H 20c uprated federal 30c 1957 issue used (1.4.60) ex Director of Posts
(Finance) in Federal House in KL to Perak. Small slight faults mentioned for completeness but
looks very good.

£30

£20
£35

£25

389

1956 ISCORE1 H 20c not uprated used ex KL good used (6.61) ex Director of Posts
(Finance) in KL to Postmaster, Pulau Tikis in Penang. Slightly roughly opened and small
corner creases do not detract.

£35

390

1896 ISCP1 1c and ISCP2 1c reply. Both specimen and unused copies of each, all 4 cards
fine.
1896 ISCP1 1c two fine used copies, first (17.3.98) to Penang and second, printed notice of
magazine sales from Selangor Club, (2.7.96) within KL. ISCP2 1c reply separated halves of
card each used as printed acknowledgements from bank to Tanjong Malin. Outward half (1.01)
some discolouration on front, reply half (1.1.01) slight fold to upper left. Overall a good and
scarce set and all ex KL.

£25

1936 ISCP3 2c and ISCP4 2c reply. Both specimen and unused copies of each, all 4 cards
fine.
1936 ISCP3 2c two used copies ex KL. First (5.4.40) fine used to Klang, second uprated 2c
stamp to GB but file holes and some creasing.
1941 ISCP4a 2c + 2c PPI (MSG Handbook type A) good unused (only slight scuffs on reverse
as otherwise fine).
1941 ISCP4a 2c + 2c PPI (MSG Handbook type A) used (19.9.41) ex Tapah (Perak) to
Singapore. Well repaired and closed punch holes at top but overall looks very good.
1941 ISCP4a 2c + 2c PPI (MSG Handbook type A) very good (vertical crease clear of stamps
and expected tiny corner creases) commercially used (5.12.41) ex Tapah (Perak) to GB.
Uprated 2@3c, 40c and 50c full face with airmail label and endorsed “Air Mail Throughout.
Clipper ” with rare $1 clipper postcard rate used just a couple of days before the Japanese
invasion. Censored 218. As last clipper left 29th November must have gone surface via
Singapore. Long personal message on reverse about pending move to Teluk Anson “if no war ”
and instructions re mail if war breaks out.

£50

SELANGOR

391

392
393
394
395
396

397

398

399

400

£70

£20
£50
£40
£180

1941 ISCP4 2c + 2c PPI (MSG Handbook type D1 scarcity A) used (4.9.41) ex KL to
Penang. Message in Chinese. Small area of damage to top left and a bit toned but a really
scarce item.
1949 ISCP5 4c (plus copy privately uprated 6c and 2@15c for airmail?), ISCP6 4c reply,
1951 ISCP7 4c + 2c stamp, ISCP8 4c + 2c stamps reply, 1955 ISCP10 6c on grey and
ISCP10a 6c on white all 7 cards fine unused. ISCP5 4c uprated 2@10c used airmail ex KL
(27.4.51) to GB (slight crease) plus copy uprated 4c and 2@2c fine used philatelically ex
Batang Kali (20.9.51) to Holland. ISCP7 4c + 2c stamp used (small creases upper right) ex
Banting (14.7.54) to KL. 1955 ISCP9 4c + 2c PPI good used ex Sentul (1.7.54) to KL.
ISCP10 and ISCP10a used to KL (former ex Semenyih). 13 items in total and a good range.

£60

1936 ISCE1 5c. One Specimen, one fine unused and one used (15.12.39) uprated 3@1c to GB
with “passed for transmission”. Latter with crease and slightly roughly opened both at top.
Overall a good complete set of the pre war card.
1949 ISCE2 10c three fine unused copies, two with pointed flap and one with rounded flap.
Also two copies with the pointed flap used both uprated 2@10c and registered to Singapore,
first ex Klang (3.6.55) fine but stamps on reverse and second (9.8.56) ex KL opened out and
filing holes.

£50

£60

£40

401

402

403
404

405
406
407

1936 ISCRE1 15c G. Fine Specimen and unused copies plus a good used (7.1.37) copy
uprated 5@1c to H Buey Hon in Kuching in Sarawak with Singapore transit and arrival marks
slightly roughly opened. ISCRE1a 15c H good unused copy and scarce.
1949 ISCRE2 20c (type I R on face and no provision for address on reverse) G good unused (a
slight crease to lower left) and used airmail (16.12.50) uprated 20c and 4@10c to Egypt
(slightly roughly opened at left. Also ISCRE2b 20c (type I) H2 used airmail uprated 25c and
10c (2.7.51) to GB, (slight surface mark and slightly roughly opened) and examined by GB
customs mark on face and label on reverse.

£50

1951 ISCRE3, ISCRE3a and ISCRE3b 20c (type II R on face with provision for address on
reverse) G, H and H2 all fine unused and scarce as such.
1951 ISCRE3 20c G (type II) four used copies (1955) uprated 10c ex four different offices to
KL, Perak or Singapore good condition apart from copy ex Rasa which is opened on two sides.
1951(?) ISCRE4 20c G (type III no R with provision for name and address on reverse) three
used (1957) copies ex KL or Rawang each to Singapore good condition apart from one roughly
opened. 1951(?) ISCRE4a scarce unlisted size H uprated 20c and $2 used (23.6.56) ex Klang
airmail to USA with some edge creases. Eight items in total.

£40

1951(?) ISCRE3a 20c H (type II) fine used (15.12.55) uprated with 1949 2c and 6c
Trengganu and 1955 12c Singapore ex Pudu to a stamp dealer in GB.
1951(?) ISCRE3a 20c H (type II) good used (13.2.52) uprated 2c, 3c and 3@10c forces
airmail to GB. Small corner creases do not detract.
1951(?) ISCRE3a 20c H2 (type II) fine used (17.1.55) uprated 10c (on reverse) ex Sentul to
KL.

£25

£25

£30

£25
£20

TRENGGANU
408

409
410
411
412
413
414
415
415A
416
417
418

1911 ISCP1 1c and ISCP2 3c, with 1922 ISCP5 2c and ISCP6 4c both a Specimen and a fine
unused copy of each. 1920 ISCP3 2c and ISCP4 4c a Specimen copy of both. Ten cards in
total.
1920 ISCP4 4c. A good (bit toned) unused copy of this scarce card.
1922 ISCP5 2c uprated with 4c very neatly philatelically fine used (10.12.25) to Beckhaus in
Germany.
1949 ISCP7 4c and ISCP8 4c reply, 1950 ISCP10 4c + 2c stamp reply and ISCP11 4c + 2c
red PPI all fine unused. ISCP11 4c + 2c red PPI fine used (3.9.55) to KL.
1949 ISCE1 10c fine unused copies of both the pointed flap and the rounded flap varieties of
this item.
1949 ISCE1 10c pointed flap good used (6.4.?) ex Basut to Kelantan. Opened at foot.
1922 ISCRE1 10c and 1928 ISCRE2 15c. Good mint “specimen” overprint copies of both G
size items.
1922 ISCRE 10c H2. Good unused copy.
1922 ISCRE 10c H2 and K. Unused copies of each, the latter scarce with some bends due only
to its large size.
1928 ISCRE2 15c G and H2 fine unused copies of each.
1949 ISCRE3 20c G and H2 with 1952 ISCRE5 (type III) 20c G. All three cards fine unused.

£60

1949 ISCRE3 20c U uprated 10c used ex Kuala Trengganu to Singapore slightly roughly
opened. What is thought to be ISCRE5 H2 (unlisted) with embossed stamp obliterated
(unlisted) uprated mixed 1957 issues 2@50c, 2@10c and 2c fine used “On Postal Service” ex
KL (Director of Posts) to GB.

£35

£50
£40
£40
£25
£25
£25
£25
£50
£20
£25

MALAYAN FEDERATION
419

420

Air Letter Sheets: 1954 PPI 5c(5), 1955 PPI 5c(3), 1957 25c(4), 30c(5), 1961 25c(5), 30c(4),
unused, used or c.t.o., also 1961 style formula type for official use overprinted “ON POSTAL
SERVICE” 1963 from P.M.G. K.L. to U.K., mostly fine. 26 in total.
Postcards 1957 6c(14, one unused), 1960 6c(14, one unused); Envelopes 1957 10c(2);
Registered Envelopes 1957 30c, size G (15), H(3), H2(3, one unused), used from a range of
offices & with some additional frankings, mainly good to fine.

£40

£60

MALAYSIA
421

Postcards 1965 10c shaded small crest(22, one unused), 1968 10c unshaded larger crest
unused, 1971 10c used, 1979 10c unused, 1984 15c(3, one unused), 1990 40c unused, 1992
KL 92 20c (PC7), 1993 20c(2, one unused),; Envelopes 1965 15c(5 used), 1979 15c(3, two
unused), 1984 20c used, 1990 Visit 20c unused, mainly fine
Air Letter Sheets 1966 30c(4) 1973 30c (14, all used but both views), 1980-81 30c (6, with
the 5 types), 1982-84 40c(16 with the 6 types, some with ASEAN logo), 1984-89 40c(14 with
the 9 types), 1988, 1989(both types unused & used), 1991 40c, 1992, 1993, 1994 50c, 1994
30c(2), 1994 (both types unused & c.t.o.), 1995 50c, 1996 50c(5, three types) , 1997 50s
Eagle(2), 1998 KL 50s (both types), unused, used or c.t.o., chiefly fine

£30

£50

424

Registration Envelopes: 1963 40s+10s(one unused), 1967 40s+15s(four unused), 1982
60s+20s and 1985 $1+20s. Large mix of G, H, H2 and K sizes chiefly fine. Where used from
considerable variety of offices, chiefly fine.
Registration Envelopes: 1965 to 1978 selection of 40s+15s or 60s+15s G envelopes, 115 items
& a front, some with various additional frankings, used within Malaysia including Singapore,
remarkably the vast majority are used from a range of offices in Pahang, some cut or roughly
opened but many in good condition.

425

1948 ISCP1 4c uprated 2@15c used (30.9.48) airmail (small crease upper right) to Spain.

£20

426

1949 ISCP5 4c + 2c embossed both unused and 3 good used copies (2 uprated to US or
[philatelically ex Penang] to Austria)
1955 (18 used) and 1978 to 1996 postal stationary cards. Good variety of different later cards
mint, c.t.o. and used. 72 cards in total of which 22 unused
1958 ISCPO1 4c “On Postal Service” but without chop two copies, both fine used 1964, ex
GPO or Killiney Road PO . Scarce and cat RM900.
1958 ISCPO1 4c “On Postal Service” but without chop fine used 1964 ex Tanglin PO. Scarce
cat RM450.
1978 ISCPO3 6c “On Postal Service” three copies, one mint, two fine used (c1985).
1948 ISCE1 10c three copies, one unused, two used, one uprated 2c (4.7.53) slight bend to
Australia second philatelically uprated (2.9.48 FDI?) within Singapore centre slight fold away
from stamps.
1956 ISCE2 and 1964 and ISCE3 and 1994 ISCPE1 and ISCPE1a fine unused plus 9 good
used prepaid envelopes from 1994, 1995 and later.
1951 to 1954 ISCA1, A2, A3 and A4 all fine unused
1951 ISCA1 used ex Cha’ah to Scotland and ISCA2 used to GB and uprated to US (fault at
top left). 1954 ISCA3 philatelically uprated 5c used to GB 1954 ISCA4 two copies
philatellically used to GB.

£25

422

423

£40

£50

SINGAPORE

427
428
429
430
431

432
433
434

£40
£70
£50
£25
£50

£20
£40
£30

435

1956 to 1971 ISCA7 to ISCA9 good mix of 31 items mint, c.t.o. or used (some philatelic).
Most to GB but local, Malaya, Sweden, Macao and US noted
Air Letter Sheets: 1972 35c, 1972-74 35c(6), 1976 35c(4, with one of each scene without an
impressed stamp), 1976 35c(2) 1979-80 35c(8 with the 3 types), 1982 or 1984 35c(12, a few
creased), 1985 Dancers 35c(7), 1985 Jet 35c(10, 4 with phosphor), 1987 35c(8 with the 3
types), 1988 35c(8 with 2 types), 1989 35c(5 with the 3 types), 1990 35c(3), 1991 35c (the 5
types), 1992 35c(the 3 types), 1993 35c( the 3 types), 1994 PPI (the 3 types unused & c.t.o.),
1995 PPI (the 3 types unused & c.t.o.), 1996 Festivals ((4 types unused & c.t.o.), chiefly fine

£40

437

1948 ISCRE1 G and ISCRE1a H 20c both used in 1949. Former ex North Canal Road
uprated 10c to Penang, latter airmail uprated $1.50 to GB. Both slightly roughly opened.

£35

437a

1948 ISCRE1a H 20c used airmail 1949 to GB uprated 10c and 25c. Slightly roughly opened
as usual.
1948 ISCRE1a H 20c and ISCRE2 G 20c both fine unused.
1948 ISCRE2 G 20c two 1953 locally used copies uprated 10c slightly roughly opened but
otherwise good. ISCRE2e H 20c uprated 68c in Perak stamps used 1954 to GB and cut open.

£15

440

Registration Envelopes: 1956 20c+10c size G(5, one unused), H used, 1957 20c+10c(2), 1964
40c+10c size G(5, some variously uprated), H unused, 1968 (40c+10c + added 25c stamp)
size H used, 1969 60c+15c size G(4, one unused), H2 unused, 1974 60c size S(2), 1975 60c
size S & M(2 unused), 1976 or later 60c size S(8, five with Frama labels) & M(unused), 1984
60c small size(9, one unused, 5 with frama labels), large size unused & c.t.o., 1986 60c small
size(3); Security Envelope (4, two sizes), chiefly fine & a good lot.

£85

441

Book Home Port Singapore with dust jacket but “well used” and a very good reading copy.

£30

436

438
439

Good luck bidding!

£50

£30
£30

